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The VEX journey
 

 We started VEX by running our own leisure center and discovering the hardships of operating VR on a 

day to day basis. With all that garnered experience  we understood that location-based virtual reality (LBVR) 

could (and should) get better so we worked on it. 

 We developed the VEX Adventure to overcome the shortcomings of the LBVR industry of the time. We 

needed to improve the tedious operation in our VR arcades as well as provide an unbelievable experience to 

our own customers. Indeed, we knew the power of VR but no other solution at that time truly took advantage of it.

 When the attraction became operational in our center and we saw the added value it brought to our 

arcade we decided to share our experience with other operators. We polished it, packaged it and we brought 

it to market. This was the beginning of VEX Solutions, the company division dedicated to turnkey attractions for 

leisure centers.

 In the following weeks,  the VEX Adventure, an unforgettable experience triggering all the senses in a 

compact free-roaming environment, became public. One year later, we released the VEX Arena, our take on 

what an affordable,  modular free-roaming attraction with high throughput should be.

 In this paper we decided to share our experience starting as operators and ultimately selling our attrac-

tions around the world. You will find tips, tricks and advice only a day to day operator can give. We surveyed cus-

tomers from around the world on what their experience with VR and with VEX’s products was, all this information 

is available in the coming pages. We hope this can inform your decision on how to grow your business with VR.

The VEX team
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WHY LOCATION-BASED
VIRTUAL REALITY?

1.
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There are a vast amount of activities to choose from, so why go for Location-Based Virtual Reality 
(LBVR)? In this section we’ll break down common misconceptions about virtual reality to understand 

where the technology actually stands at the moment.

 We learned valuable lessons from operating our own VR Arcade and we’ll share what can 
make or break a successful VR implementation. Finally, we’ll be tackling essential questions that 

every soon-to-be owner of a VR attraction should ask themselves before choosing one.
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1.1 The 5 most common misconceptions about VR

 According to Dr. Thomas Stoffregen from 
the University of Minnesota, anywhere from 40 
to 70% of people feel the incidence of motion 
sickness after only 15 minutes in VR. The biggest 
factor to take into account while talking about VR 
sickness is the motion. If your character is mov-

ing in the game but you stay static in real life (for 
example, if you are tethered to a PC) your inter-
nal ear might feel a disconnect between what it is 
sensing and what your eyes are seeing. It is these 
different signals that can make you dizzy, just like 
when you try to read in a moving car. 

  You’ve probably been hearing a lot about VR lately, it’s been a hot topic for a few years and 
oftentimes people have been influenced by bad or old experiences in VR. The technology has since 
evolved and those misconceptions about VR are mostly not applicable today, especially in a loca-
tion-based environment.

  It will make you sick
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 The best way to avoid this situation is by 
matching the movement in the virtual world with 
your movement in the real world. If you put on a 
backpack PC or simply use an untethered VR 
standalone headset, you will be able to explore 
in VR without the need to stay immobile in a small 

area, this technology is called free-roaming VR. 
VEX Solutions knows it and designs attractions 
that use these technologies and let you move 
around in your environment while providing a 
motion sickness-free experience.

VR doesn’t make you sick, but bad VR content can.

  It is finicky

 While there might be some truth to it when 
you are trying to set your own VR headset by your-
self at home, you can now find turnkey attractions 
that answer the needs of operators around the 
world. You don’t have to think about which cable 
goes where when the whole attraction is deliv-
ered, installed on location and ready to be oper-
ated right after.

 Top VR attractions, including VEX’s, put 
your controllers and headset in charge auto-
matically while they’re not in use, games are tai-
lored-made to get players right in the action with-
out losing time and, usually, the experiences will 
be easy to launch at the press of a touchscreen.

VR remains a high-tech technology, but turnkey solutions exist
to simplify the life of operators. 
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  It has no replay value
 VR is a completely new way to experience 
entertainment. While, before, you would be stuck 
with a laser game maze forever, with a VR attrac-
tion you can change it into a playground, a laser 
game, an escape room at the press of a button, 
the imagination is the limit. Let’s not kid ourselves, 
though, you will get customers that are simply cu-
rious about virtual reality to try it once.

 It is our job, then, to make sure they come 
back and you can achieve that in multiple ways. 
You can provide unique high-quality experienc-
es and bring new content regularly, this will attract 
customers all year long. Anchor attractions, like 
the VEX Adventure, are great for that. Or, you can 
decide to go for the addictive and competitive 

aspect. With competition, you get repeat plays 
simply because customers want to be the best 
and get better. With the competitive VEX Arena, 
game after game, you’re trying to get the highest 
score like you would in an arcade machine. 

With an infinite number of possible virtual worlds
VR allows great replayability.

  It takes a lot of space

 While some attractions do require an 
absurd amount of space (3000+ ft²), there exist 
plenty of attractions that can fit in smaller loca-
tions. The first free-roaming VR attractions were 
trying to reproduce laser games on huge areas 
which led to a small revenue per square foot.
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All in all, you can see that the technology 
and the VR attractions are at a point, now, 

where all those past  misconceptions can 
be brushed off easily. 

The importance lies in the choice of a 
great LBVR attraction.

 With VR, you can do way more with less 
space, you simply need to be smart about it. 
The VEX Adventure, for example, is the only com-
pact free-roaming turnkey attraction that lets 
you take an elevator that, with a custom-made 

vibrating floor, actually feels like you’re going up 
(or down!). With clever gameplay tricks you can 
make a small area way bigger in virtual reality 
and optimize your revenue per square foot.

It all depends on the selected attraction
but there are very compact systems with high ROI/m² (ft²).

 
  Classic VR is dead
 Playing attached to a static computer 
has still its use. While the appeal for classic VR 
has recently been shadowed by the advent of 
free-roaming VR. It doesn’t change the fact that 
the old way of doing things still makes revenue 
and will attract curious people coming into your 
center due to its lower price point.
 We surveyed people coming out of a 

“Classic” VR Arcade and for 76% of them, this 
was their first VR experience. Actually, VEX Ar-
cade is a great stepping stone for other, unique 
experiences in VR. Customers can get a feeling 
of what this new technology is about and will be 
more inclined to try the more evolved ones you 
have. 

Although “classic VR” tends to age, it is still a profitable investment today.
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1.2 What operating a VR arcade
for 3 years has taught us

 Now that we can discard those misconceptions, let’s talk about what you should take into ac-
count while thinking of LBVR. This is knowledge learned through our own experience, operating a VR 
Arcade for 3 years. As explained previously, we started as operators in 2017 with our own VR arcade. 
Now, we own multiple franchises and have become a global manufacturer of top of the line turnkey VR 
attractions around the world. We learned valuable lessons, and we’ll share some of them below.

  Operation, operation, operation!
 Operating VR can be tedious, believe us, 
we know it. We started our arcade more than 3 
years ago by offering multiple VR boxes where 
people could immerse themselves in VR alone 
or with friends. In order for our 
customers to have a great time 
our operators needed to know 
the controls, the games, the me-
chanics, and more time-con-
suming elements that required 
heavy training. Soon, one oper-
ator wasn’t enough and many 
minutes were needed for only a 
few customers. With that in mind 
we started developing our own 
attraction tackling this specific 
issue.

 After many iterations and more than 6 
months in development, the VEX Adventure was 
born. A turnkey solution that doesn’t need any 
game master to walk you through it. The difficul-
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ty adapts automatically to the players to make 
sure they stay on a schedule, the operation is 
quick thanks to custom-made charging stations 
and launching experiences has never been eas-
ier through a simple touchscreen. For a 30 min-
utes session, the operator only needs 5 minutes 
to launch players in and take them out. This is im-

portant when you want to keep a constant flow of 
customers and a low operation cost. In addition 
to remote support, VEX Solutions provides learn-
ing materials and manuals for all of its attrac-
tions. At the end of the day, you will get more time 
to satisfy your customers and take care of your 
business. 

 
  Don’t be afraid to charge more!

 Be confident in the experiences you offer. 
On the VEX Adventure you have a throughput of 
8 to 16 people an hour. A great misconception is 
that throughput is king in the entertainment busi-
ness but it’s not true, the quality of the experience 
and the revenue generated are.

 When you provide a full and complete ex-
perience that leaves customers fulfilled you can 
charge more. If you decide to have a unique ex-
perience like a VEX Adventure, charge appropri-
ately. Take paintball arenas and escape rooms 
as examples, because they offer more, custom-
ers are ready to pay more.
 Besides, for centers that don’t have a lot 
of foot traffic it’s also easier to fill 8 players per 
hour than, let’s say, 32. Out of all the VEX Adven-
ture’s players more than 41% come back multiple 
times, and 14,5% come more than 4 times!
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  Unique experiences matter 
 Early in the process, we decided to design 
attractions that would take people out of their 
homes. Indeed, why would they come out to play 
VR in a dedicated center when they could just 
play at home? In the last years, 59% of our cus-
tomers have come at least twice to our center, 

of all those repeat customers 12,6% came back 
more than 5 times, bringing friends and family 
with them. 
 When asked what was the main reason 
for coming back, the most common answer was 
“the unique experiences”. It is that simple, when 

you make a lasting impression on 
your customers they talk about your 
center to their friends and family and 
they come back to try the updated 
content or improve their score. The 
adrenaline you get when you feel 
the bite of a zombie on your back or 
when the floor below you is shaking 
because a huge monster is slowly 
walking towards you in the VEX Ad-
venture simply isn’t reproducible 
anywhere else.

  Keep your staff engaged and show your customers
  what they’re paying for!
 After a few months of operating VR, we 
quickly understood the importance of knowl-
edgeable staff members. We ask all our new 
hires to play the attractions multiple times and 
try any new content in order to become true VR 
evangelists. If they know what the customers will 
pay for, they can advise them on specific games 
or experiences depending on their needs. In turn, 

your customers will get more satisfaction and this 
increases the chances of them coming back. 
 Lastly, you will have customers that have 
never tried VR. You don’t want them to guess what 
VR is like, so show them. This is why VEX’s attrac-
tions are open and attractive, it lets customers 
see others having fun inside the experience. We 
add spectator screens because we know it mat-
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ters to understand what the players are doing in 
virtual reality. When, in addition to all of this, you 
have a light and sound show with a sleek design, 
the attractions grab the attention of customers 
passing by. This, combined with great staff will do 
wonders to the attraction’s occupancy.  

This is all from our own experience
but what LBVR attraction is right for you?
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1.3 Four questions to ask yourself while
looking for an LBVR attraction

 There are many different types of location-based virtual reality (LBVR) attractions available on 
the market. While looking through all of them, it can quickly become overwhelming. You will find below 
the key factors that you need to consider and those following questions will help you before diving into VR.

  

 This might sound basic but this is really im-
portant to think about.

• If your audience is kids and families, may-
be you want to explore a new market or, on the 
contrary, you want to boost their attendance 
by looking at high throughput attractions, like 
the VEX Arena, that will perfectly match the 
needs of birthday parties and other events.
• If you have less foot traffic but your custom-

ers are ready to pay more, you’ll want to pro-
vide them with top of the line entertainment, 
something they won’t forget, like the VEX Ad-
venture does. 
• And, if you’re located on the outskirts of a 
big city, maybe you’re looking at attracting 
people from farther away, you’ll need some-
thing really unique to make it worth the drive 
by combining different experiences. 

 

  What is your audience and where do they come from?
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 The answer to that question will already 
give you a better idea of what attraction will 
be the best for your center. Are you looking for 
throughput that will let you organize birthdays 
and events? Are you looking for a unique expe-
rience that will attract new customers? Maybe 
both? 
 If you’re not sure what your customers are 
looking for you can always request the VEX’s Mar-
ket Study template on our website. We will hap-
pily share all the materials needed for you to run 
your own market study in order to determine what 
is your audience and its interest in Virtual Reality.

  Are you willing to compromise on quality?
 You will find many suppliers of VR attrac-
tion during your research. Don’t go for DIY solu-
tions with a bunch of different components and 
pieces of software stuck together. Choose a 
supplier that produces and controls the quality 
of its entire solutions themselves. You want your 
turnkey solutions to make sense as a whole at-
traction.
 The quality of your attraction will also be 
determined by its game offering. Contrary to 
popular belief, you don’t need a huge number of 
games to make more money. What you need 
to be on the lookout for is the quality of the 
experience. To this day, many VR experiences 
from suppliers, even top-seller ones, offer sub-
par experiences. Why would a customer pay 

and come again if what they already paid for 
was bad or if they found better elsewhere?
 Quality is also paramount because it un-
consciously reflects on your center’s quality. If 
your customers experience bad operation, bad 
graphics or just not fun gameplay, you will get 
their money once but their experience will be 
tainted and they will have a negative image of 
your center. 
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 The LBVR market is exploding and you 
can find attraction on a wide spectrum. From 
coin-operated to gamemaster-operated at-
tractions, you will need to make a choice. Do 
you want a done-and-forget attraction, where 
people come in, put their money, play the expe-
rience and leave? Or do you want an attraction 
that requires a game master the whole time, one 
or even multiple operators per session? Coin-op-
erated attractions bring in a non-negligible 

amount of money but they’re usually basic expe-
riences that don’t attract a crowd. Fully staffed at-
tractions offer something different but it’s hard to 
make it worth your while when multiple operators 
are needed, even for small groups. 
 The answer, then, probably lies in that 
spectrum. An attraction automated enough that 
it doesn’t require an employee at all times but not 
so fully automated that it loses its appeal.

  
  How automated do you want your attraction to be?

  
  Why are anchor attractions needed?
 Since virtual reality is still new in the mind 
of many customers, having a great VR anchor 
attraction will always be a good move for busi-
nesses. It won’t cannibalize your other activities 
because it will bring a completely new crowd 
through your doors. In fact, out of all the VEX Ad-
venture’s players 67% came to that facility to try 
it specifically. Once those new customers are in-
troduced to your business, they will spend money 
on your other activities which will make the global 
ROI even higher.
 Even if it’s a smart step in the right direc-
tion, having an anchor attraction is not the be-
all and end-all of a successful VR implementa-
tion in your center. Actually, having multiple VR 
activities in the same business is a great way to 

ensure each of your VR attractions maximizes 
its revenue feeding off each other. In our own 
leisure centers we see that 43% of people who 
try the VEX Arcade will pay for a VEX Adventure.
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HOW TO MAKE MONEY
WITH VIRTUAL REALITY

2.
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Ok, you have made your choice or you know where you’re headed with your LBVR attraction. Now, 
how do you make money with it? Despite what many attraction manufacturers may say, VR is not a 

magical activity that will bring tons of revenue on its own. Sure, it’s highly attractive but you will need to 
work to make sure this new activity thrives in your business.
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2.1 How to launch and market
a Virtual Reality attraction successfully

 In a market where you’re competing with all the entertainment options, you’ll need to make sure 
the launch of your new activity leaves a mark on your customers. Here are multiple tips to take into ac-
count in order to maximize your revenue at launch and even further.

  Marketing, marketing & marketing
 First and foremost, you’ll need people to 
know you are adding a new activity to your center 
and this will mainly be done through an effective 
marketing campaign. You have different mar-
keting solutions at your disposal depending on 
your location, target and budget. Launching ad 
campaigns through social media, for example, 
will be a sure bet. Even a low-budget but well-tar-
geted ad will do wonders.
 You could also bring back customers by 
sending them personalized emails. You proba-
bly already have an email list from all your cur-
rent customers but if it’s not the case you should 
start building one today. With VEX Solutions’ at-
tractions, customers register their contact details 
that you can later use for email campaigns, birth-
days, etc. In return, they get an enhanced expe-
rience while playing: they see their nickname 
above their avatar in-game as well as get emails 
with their score and new ranking once the play 

session is over. This is all automated and you get 
those pieces of data and customer follow-up ef-
fortlessly.
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  Keep your staff engaged

 This is maybe the most important deci-
sion you can take regarding the profitability of 
a VR activity in your center: how is it going to be 
operated? To maximize your revenue you have 
multiple key factors to take into account.
 You want your whole staff to love the ex-
perience in order for every employee to be able 
to praise the attraction highly. They need to be-
come true ambassadors of your activity through 
personal and authentic recommendations to 
your customers. To ensure this, let your employ-
ees play for free whenever they want to (outside 
of working hours, of course). You can even go as 
far as offering free tickets to play with their friends 
and family members.

 Likewise, you want your employees to feel 
good about operating your VR attraction. This 
way, you’ll avoid situations where staff members 
might discourage customers from a specific at-
traction just because they don’t like operating 
it. This can often happen if the attraction is not 
maintained well enough, if the staff was not prop-
erly trained for its operation or if the operation is 
simply tedious.
 In conclusion,  let your employees learn to 
love the attraction to facilitate its operation and 
push sales through personalized recommenda-
tions. VR is still new to some and there are peo-
ple who will need to have their doubts cleared to 
make the jump.
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  Word of mouth
 For smaller groups, and to entice the word 
of mouth effect, you can bundle your new attrac-
tion with already well-established activities from 
your center. If you own a bowling alley, packag-
ing one bowling game with one discounted ses-
sion in VR is a great way to entice people to take 
that first step.  Then, the attraction and the word of 
mouth will do their job bringing other customers 
in.
 We asked more than 6000 people how 
they learned about the existence of the specific 
leisure center they just visited and 50% answered 
through word of mouth. This is not a miracle, it 
all has to do with the kind of experiences those 
businesses offer. In this case, they all had VEX 
attractions. When your customers come out of 
your attraction with the biggest grin on their fac-
es plus that WOW feeling, you know they enjoyed 
themselves. When you provide unforgettable ex-
periences to your customers, they talk about it in 

their circles and you get new and repeat custom-
ers every day. Out of every VEX Adventure player 
surveyed more than 95% of them recommend it 
to their friends and relatives.

  Groups and corporate events
 Being a social experience at their core, 
VR attractions like VEX’s, are a great fit for birth-
day parties and group events that will fill them 
in no time, even more so with esports attractions 
that are appealing to kids and gamers look-
ing for competition. Nevertheless, you shouldn’t 
overlook the importance of corporate events to 

fill the occupancy during off-peak hours.
 To grab these groups and events, offer at-
tractive rates and above all make it an easy pro-
cess.  If you just “let it happen” this will generate 
some revenue for sure but if you promote your of-
fers and if the process is easy to follow, this is how 
you will maximize your profit through that avenue.
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  These groups coming 
for your anchor attraction will 
spend money on other activities, 
beverages and food boosting 
once again the ROI of your at-
traction. 

Groups and corporate events 
will undoubtedly increase 
profitability and are in no way 
to be overlooked!

  Keep your attraction busy
 Last but not least, keep your attractions 
busy. In Belgium, we call this the “Waffle Effect” 
(yes, really). Basically, when you’re in a street 
during the day and you can smell waffles baking 

near you, you will start salivating and you’ll soon 
succumb to their tastiness. Damn you, Belgian 
waffles! In other words, when customers see peo-
ple having fun inside an attraction, it’s easier for 
them to relate it to the enjoyment they might have 
if they tried it. In turn, and in combination with 
great staff recommendations, they are more in-
clined to go for it.
 The waffle food trucks will cook, even if 
they don’t have customers, just to get the smell in 
the street and attract new clients. Just like them, at 
the start of the day or if it’s a slow one, you can of-
fer discounted games or put your own staff in the 
attraction, spectators will agglomerate and you’ll 
get a queue the whole day. 
 Like the Belgian waffle food trucks, keep 
your attraction busy in order to attract customers 
that will bring you real money!
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2.2 How to create repeat plays
and return customers?

 As you already know, the difference between a successful business and a thriving one is return 
customers. Usually, when a customer comes a second time, they won’t be alone. This is especially true 
with most VR solutions that are built for social experiences like the VEX ones. Actually, 63% of VR custom-
ers come in groups of 3 to 4 people. The question then becomes, how do you make them come back?

  Create lasting memories!

 An easy way to do that 
is by finding anchor attractions 
that have that “wow” effect 
leaving customers astonished 
by the unique experience they 
had. You want your customers 
to ask for more after finish-
ing their allotted time. This is 
done by choosing a top of the 
line attraction such as the VEX 
Adventure which combines 
free-roaming with special ef-
fects giving an amazing ex-
perience non-reproducible 
at home. To give you an idea, 
coming out of the VEX Adven-
ture, 89% of players want to try 
it again right after.
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  Engage in competition through eSports...
 We’ll talk more in-depth about esports in 
the following section but it’s important to mention 
it here since we’re touching on repeat plays. If 
you have a competitive experience in VR, you 
already have the major pieces set up. You just 
need the infrastructure next to it to host tourna-
ments easily, like VEX’s included system. That 
way, you’ll bring new customers in and you’ll grow 
your exposure. Provided that the experience is 
fun, addictive and competitive those customers 
will come back to get better.

  ...and keep your customers engaged!
 An efficient way to make your custom-
ers return is to keep them informed about your 
deals, tournaments and your business in gener-
al. Launching ad campaigns on social media 
and sending them emails will keep you on their 
minds. 
 The key here is to maintain engagement 
and not let them forget about you. All of VEX’s at-
tractions include data collection, social media 
sharing and client management software in or-
der to provide the best integrated client experi-
ence possible. This gives you the opportunity to 
target specific audiences and market your busi-
ness efficiently.
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THE FUTURE OF LBVR

3.
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We see everyday new and old customers come and try this new form of entertainment but where is it  
all headed ? A trend that has been around for many years and is quickly breaking into VR is esports 

and you should be on the lookout for its fast growth. 

With the COVID-19 pandemic, the landscape of location-based entertainment has changed and 
you should take specific measures to ensure sanitization in your business, let’s talk about them!
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3.1 How can you take advantage of
VR + Esports to benefit your business?

 Have you already thought about adding an esports segment to your business? Esports re-
groups the different kinds of competition involving video games and might be the fastest-growing 
phenomenon in entertainment around the world.Almost half a billion people interact with esports an-
nually while the revenue from this industry keeps growing, exceeding 1 Billion $ in 2019 and expected 
to double by 2022, surpassing Formula 1 or UEFA Champions League revenue. Esports can clearly 
benefit your business by attracting new customers but how can you take advantage of it? 

  Leaderboards and tournaments

 The two biggest parts of esports are the 
competition and the social aspect. Start by host-
ing local tournaments that will draw new custom-
ers and increase your exposure. They can be 
daylong or even weeklong endeavors for your 
center.
 The VEX Arena lends itself perfectly to this 
task since it was designed with esports in mind. 
With its included leaderboard, it’s easy to see 
who is the best player of the day, week, month or 
even year.  Moreover, considering those leader-
boards can easily be implemented on your web-
site, they’re conveniently sharable which creates 
competition between players, and, in turn, boosts 
the repeat plays of the attraction: of all the VEX 
Arena players, 40% come back for more.
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  Put the sport back in esports with free-roaming!
 With the addition of free-roaming tech-
nology,  which lets you move around freely while 
exploring your virtual environment, no more need 
for attractions that keep you standing still or de-
vices that can cause motion sickness.
 With the modular VEX Arena, your cus-
tomers will battle each other on a free-roaming 
area that starts from a compact 16m²(175ft²) up 
to 100m²(1100ft²) for 10 players. This represents 
less than a quarter of your typical laser game 
maze. Moreover, VEX Arena doesn’t require te-
dious and heavy equipment to be enjoyed to its 

full capabilities, just put your autonomous head-
set on and you’re in the game. The younger 
audiences can now enjoy the Virtual Reality 
possibilities!
 Finally, where there is competition, there 
are spectators. An esport activity is something 
that you share with friends, that’s why all of VEX’s 
attractions include a spectator view of the current 
game to engage the onlookers as much as the 
players. This adds up to the global appeal of the 
whole attraction.

 There are multiple ways to take advan-
tage of esports to benefit your center. First of all, 
you don’t need to have a player vs player ex-
perience to have an esports activity. In fact, the 
earliest esports started with arcade machines 
in the seventies. At this time, getting the highest 

score was the holy grail. With the help of the VEX 
Adventure leaderboard, teams of players can 
confront each other in order to get the best score 
while keeping the thrilling and memorable expe-
riences the VEX Adventure offers.

   Combining esports and adventure?
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  Take your esports arena out for your events! 
 Why wait for customers to come to you 
when you can directly engage with them by mov-
ing your arena where the competition needs to 
happen like public, private or corporate events. 
Just like esport is not only about playing in cer-
tains places, our VEX Arena VR esport attraction 
can be moved for events !
 With the special Mobile version of the 
VEX Arena, you can easily transport and set up 

your free-roaming VR esport experience wher-
ever you need to. This VEX Arena Edition comes 
in its flight cases for ease of transportation and 
installation. No need for vendor technical teams 
anymore, those flight cases ensure reliable and 
sturdy transport of the plug & play system. 
This one of its kind system allows a true free-roam-
ing VR experience with high throughput and es-
port integration on all your events.
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In the end, esports is a great
tool to bring traffic, exposure 
and engagement to your 
business.
You just need to find the best 
way to make it work for you.

  New customers mean more revenue
 Those new customers coming in, 
maybe even for the first time, will stay at 
your center and spend money on your 
esports attraction but also on beverag-
es, food and other activities which, in the 
end, grows your revenue. If they’re satis-
fied with the experience they had they 
will most likely come back for more. 
 In addition, when your customers 
self-register, you get their data and they 
get emails detailing their score and up-
dated ranking. Players also receive an 
automatic survey to give their feedback 
on their time at your center. With this ac-
quired data, it’s even easier to launch 
email campaigns targeting these spe-
cific players in order to promote upcom-
ing events at your center.
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3.2 How to operate VR attractions
in a pandemic context?

 There is no way to deny it, the pandemic caused by the COVID-19 virus will change how many 
people interact with social entertainment one way or another. Customers will be pickier regarding 
sanitization processes and it’s our job, as VR operators, to make sure those procedures are transpar-
ent and efficient. 
 At VEX, we do not pretend to be experts in epidemics, in the spread of germs, or in hygiene. As 
a Location-Based VR operator and attractions provider, we wanted to share the experience, hygiene 
measures and advices we gathered from our own centers,  operators and advisors around the world.
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  The cleaner the better

 In a usual Location-Based VR operation, it is highly advised to clean before and after each cus-
tomer. Moreover in a global pandemic context, take the time necessary to clean and sanitize your VR 
system thoroughly between each customer. Even if the operation will be a little bit slower, it’s worth it to 
ensure a proper sanitization and show your customers that you care about the process.
 With the COVID-19 spread, there are multiple measures you can take to ensure the sanitation of 
your facility, here is a non-exhaustive list : 

• Wipes:
As always, use appropriate disinfectant wipes 
on VR headsets and controllers before and after 
each customer has been playing. Don’t forget 
about the inside of the headset, lenses included, 
but also earphones and head strap.

• Leather VR covers:
If it’s not the case already, change the origi-
nal foam covers, which absorbs a lot of sweat, 
with leather ones that can mitigate that aspect. 
These should not be punctured to not absorb 
customer’s sweat. Leather VR covers are easy to 
clean, and most of them attach easily through 
their included velcro system.

• Individual covers:
If possible, and in addition to the measures described above, make use of individual VR covers. 
You can buy a large amount of reusable leather cover (described above) and before jumping into 
the VR experience, give each customer their own specific sanitised reusable leather cover they can 
easily put on their headset. Once they’re done, take it back and wash it with a disinfectant solution and 
air dry it overnight.
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• UV-C Light:
You can go the extra mile by incorporating a UV-C Light 
device, a germicidal medical-grade ultraviolet light ma-
chine, to increase your hygiene procedure effective-
ness. Some products exist on the market specifically 
tailored to clean VR devices using this method. You can 
also use UV-C cabinets to sanitize your equipment and 
reusable covers.

• Employee equipment:
Provide your employees with the necessary equipment: 
gloves, masks and/or face shields. While face-shields 
will not completely stop the spread of the virus, they will 
help to prevent exposure to infectious droplets.

  Make a show out of it

 In any case, whether you decide to incorporate these measures or not, you should put on a 
show. Most importantly, your cleaning procedure should be as transparent as possible.

•  Let your employees clean headsets, controllers, doorknobs, light switches or everything suscep-
tible to be touched. This should be done in front of the customers in order to reassure them.

• Make sure that there are plenty of sanitization supplies available throughout your center. Think 
about adding automatic hydroalcoholic gel dispensers or disinfectant wipes and encourage 
your customers to use them. Show them you care about the whole process.

• Leave cleaning products in clear view and make sure your employees use them regularly.

• Establish new social distancing measures with markings on the floor and transparent shield to 
ensure a safe distance between customers, but also with your employees.

• Install appropriate signage which will inform the guests on all systems in place. You can also 
hang posters with useful explanations on how to help prevent the spread of germs.
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  Communicate well
 One final critical aspect will be your overall communication with your customers and with your 
own employees.
 While the process must be transparent inside your facility, do not hesitate to advertise online 
all the measures put in place to ensure safe entertainment and thorough sanitization at your busi-
ness. Make sure your potential customers are aware of those and that they’re explained clearly.  You 
need to show your customer that you care.
 Finally, the training of your staff is of the utmost importance. Communicate clearly to them why 
and how hygiene is an even higher priority than before. 

• They should clean their hands often, as well as any potential touchable surface. 

• They must respect social distancing measures put in place.

• Even if it takes more time than usual, they need to clean VR headsets and controllers thoroughly 
after every session.
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CONCLUSION

4.
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As you can see, there are many key factors to look out for and to take into account in order for your 
VR implementation to be successful. Ultimately, it all starts with finding the VR product that will fill the 

needs you have, bring a crowd and make them come back.
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Get in touch with the VEX team!

Fill in the contact form on our website and connect with us. 
We’ll answer any further questions you might have and advise you based on your project

and our own experience as operators  to make your VR project a success !

From a memorable anchor attraction to a high throughput competitive experience and even a 
classic VR Arcade, VEX Solutions has a diverse range of turnkey attractions that answer the different 

needs of leisure centers around the world.

  VEX Adventure

VEX Adventure is a top of 
the line freeroaming experi-

ence,enhanced with 4D ef-
fects. Up to 4 people can play 

simultaneously for 15 to 45 
minutes. Its small footprint will  

benefit all types of businesses 
by providing a high revenue 

per square meter.
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With up to 120 players per hour 
and no heavy equipment, 
VEX Arena is one of the best 
free-roaming attractions in 
terms of throughput. VEX Arena 
is an active, social and com-
petitive attraction. 
This complete esports activity 
will bring repeat plays.

Create your own little VR arcade inside
your center, boosting the revenue from all

your other VR attractions.

  VEX Arena

  VEX Arcade

Finally, if you’re still not sure VR is made for you or if you want to learn more about your customer 
base, we have a full market research package available to you on our website. You can, then, 

run your own market study and understand what your customers are looking for.
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VEX SOLUTIONS

Play it like it’s real!

www.vex-solutions.com
sales@vex-solutions.com


